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September 23, 2015 
 
 Dear Maureen , 
 
Enjoy the latest news from GPSEG in under three minutes! 

 

  

Networking and Career Reinvention 
GPSEG taught me to network. When 
my employer of 21 years early retired 
me, I didn't have a formal network and 
didn't understand the value of 
networking. I would like to think I had 
already paid-it-forward but it was in an 
unplanned fashion and it was very 
unusual for me to establish new 
connections outside of work. Six years 

later, I have a large and diverse network, numbering nearly 
4,000 on LI. People that know me assume (generally 
correctly) that I can connect them with almost anyone, 
anywhere in the world, via one or perhaps two steps at most. 
  
As any passionate networker will know, there is incredible 
value and energy associated with a vibrant network. Days 
are never boring as there is always a new opportunity waiting 
a phone call, email, or Corner Bakery meeting away. More 
than anything else, networking has led me through a very 
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long career transition into a situation I couldn't even have 
conceived back in my traditional employment days. 
  
Networking helped me uncover my passion for prevention of 
blindness and enabling technology for the blind. You might 
wonder how I needed a network to identify my passion and I 
would respond that most people don't know their passion. It 
took others observing a change in my body language and 
speech to help me recognize my passion...and even then, it 
took a few iterations. 
  
In the last three years, I have become deeply involved with a 
young company that will make the world more accessible for 
people that are blind or visually impaired. Several weeks ago, 
we piloted an app which allowed someone who was blind to 
independently navigate from the Track 1 platform at 
Philadelphia's Suburban Station to the Comcast Center. Her 
squeal of joy upon independently reaching her destination 
validated three years of effort. 
  
I've gone from being a successful middle manager at a large 
biopharma to an integral member of a team improving quality 
of life for the blind and hopefully reducing the 70% 
unemployment stat associated with the blind. I would 
welcome introductions to anyone coping with vision loss or in 
some way connected to the care of someone who is visually 
impaired. I am also always willing to help someone trying to 
find their way through transition. 
  
Ed Henkler is the Founder of TheBlindGuide.com, a resource 
ensuring that people who have lost their vision shift their goals from 
surviving to thriving. He has recently published an eBook, 
"Blindness: Coping with Vision Loss" which is available for sale on 
his site (theblindguide.com). 

 

  

Leading through the Eyes of a Soccer 

Legend 



What better way to spend a fall 
Sunday afternoon than curled up with 
a new book on leadership...and 
football.  Well, actually not that kind of 
football - that other kind that we call 
"soccer" on this side of the pond.  Sir 
Alex Ferguson,  a former Scottish 
player who managed Manchester 
United from 1986 to 2013, has teamed 
up with Sir Michael Moritz, a venture 
capitalist and chairman of Sequoia 
Capital, to co-author Leading.   In this 
new book,available October 
6,  Ferguson analyzes the pivotal leadership decisions of his 
38 years as a manager and, with his friend and collaborator 
Moritz, draws out lessons anyone can use in business and 
life to generate long-term transformational success. 
 
From hiring practices to firing decisions, from dealing with 
transition to teamwork, from mastering the boardroom to 
responding to failure and adversity, Leading promises to be 
as inspiring as it is practical, and a go-to reference for any 
leader in business, sports, and life.  So go ahead, get out the 
nachos and tell everyone you're studying up. 
  
His time at the club has led to Ferguson's being regarded as 
one of the most successful, admired and respected 
managers in the history of the game. Moritz is a venture 
capitalist and chairman of Sequoia Capital, the original 
backers of Apple, Cisco, YouTube and WhatsApp; he has 
also served on the board of directors of Google, LinkedIn, 
PayPal and Yahoo!. He is a former journalist with Time 
Magazine and author of the first history of Apple, The Little 
Kingdom. Originally from Wales, he lives near San Francisco, 
CA. 

  

Want to Get More from Being a GPSEG 

Member?  Get Engaged...Volunteer 
The deadline for submitting candidate and nominations 
questionnaires for the GPSEG 2016-18 Board of Directors' 
term is September 30.  If you are interested in serving on the 
Board or know a member you believe would make a great 
candidate, please review the information on the  GPSEG 
website  and submit all documents by the deadline.  
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The GPSEG Marketing and PR Committee is seeking 
volunteers to help with our communications work.  Examples 
of the kinds of opportunities are: 

 Helping to gather and/or write stories related to 
member successes 

 Assisting staff in updating the website content and 
contributing to new features 

 Helping with marketing messages regarding benefits 
of membership, upcoming events, and new programs 

 Assisting with editing content 

If you have interest and talent in any of these areas, please 
log into the website and offer your services via our volunteer 
form.    GPSEG thrives because of the commitment of 
volunteers.  Your help is valued and appreciated.   
 

  

Members in the News 
Amy Doherty was just promoted to CIO of AARP. 
 
Suzanne Garber, board member for IERG, has published an e-
book on international business called, "The International 
Executive's Resource Guide: Stories of International Business 
Success Across Geographies, Industries, and Cultures." It is 
available at the IERG website.  Any GPSEG member wishing to 
contribute stories to the second installment are encouraged to send 
Suzanne an email indicating interest. 
 
Suzanne was also featured on Money Matters Radio discussing 
affordability, accessibility and quality in international healthcare. 
You can listen to the podcast here.  

Rick Simmons spoke at a recent Breakfast Club 
meeting. 
 
 
Luiz Viera was featured in the Wall Street Journal. 

  

Spotlight on Success 
Have a story to share? Please send it to maureen.waddington@gpseg.org 

for inclusion in our newsletter. 
 

  
RETURN TO TOP   
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Thank you to our trailblazer sponsor: 

   

  

Would you like more information on any of the articles above? 
Please contact GPSEG Headquarters. 

Maureen Waddington, Administrator 
215-393-3144 
maureen.waddington@gpseg.org 

  

 

GPSEG is an association of senior-level executives throughout Greater Philadelphia and the 
states of New Jersey and Delaware, providing professional and leadership education and 

business networking. GPSEG is committed to the exchange of business contacts and ideas to 
foster business. 
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